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We study the entanglement properties of quantum hypergraph states of n qubits, focusing on
multipartite entanglement. We compute multipartite entanglement for hypergraph states with a
single hyperedge of maximum cardinality, for hypergraph states endowed with all possible hyperedges
of cardinality equal to n−1 and for those hypergraph states with all possible hyperedges of cardinality
greater than or equal to n− 1. We then find a lower bound to the multipartite entanglement of a
generic quantum hypergraph state. We finally apply the multipartite entanglement results to the
construction of entanglement witness operators, able to detect genuine multipartite entanglement
in the neighbourhood of a given hypergraph state. We first build entanglement witnesses of the
projective type, then propose a class of witnesses based on the stabilizer formalism, hence called
stabilizer witnesses, able to reduce the experimental effort from an exponential to a linear growth
in the number of local measurement settings with the number of qubits.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum hypergraph states were recently introduced
[4, 5] in order to study a family of multi-qubit entangled
states that generalise the notion of graph states [6], cent-
ral in various aspects of quantum information, such as
measurement-based quantum computation and quantum
error correction. This family of states can also be de-
scribed as locally maximally entangleable (LME) states
for the particular value pi of the phase [7]. Quantum hy-
pergraph states were shown to play a central role in many
well known quantum algorithms [3, 8] and to provide ex-
treme violation of local realism [9], leading to applic-
ations in quantum metrology and measurement-based
quantum computation.
On the other hand, multipartite entanglement is a pre-
cious resource in various quantum information processing
tasks, such as for example secret sharing [10], multipart-
ite quantum key distribution [11], distributed dense cod-
ing [12], and some quantum algorithms [1, 3]. Studying
multipartite entanglement properties of quantum states
is therefore of fundamental interest.
In this work we study the multipartite entanglement
properties of hypergraph states and the possibility of de-
tecting multipartite entanglement via witness operators.
The paper is organised as follows. In Sect. II we recall
some notions about hypergraph states and multipartite
entanglement, that will then be used in the rest of the
paper. In Sect. III we present an analytical procedure to
derive the multipartite entanglement content for hyper-
graph states with a single hyperedge of maximum cardin-
ality, for those with all possible hyperedges of cardinality
equal to n− 1 and for those with all possible hyperedges
of cardinality greater than or equal to n − 1. We also
derive a lower bound to the multipartite entanglement
of a generic hypergraph state. In Sect. IV we construct
entanglement witness operators of two types and analyse
their efficiency in terms of number of local measurement
settings required. We end the paper with a summary of
the results and some concluding remarks in Sect.V.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In this section we define quantum graph and hypergraph
states. We then recall some fundamentals of the theory
of quantum entanglement, introducing multipartite en-
tanglement, the entanglement measure we will make use
of in the rest of our work, and focusing on entanglement
detection via entanglement witness operators.
A. Quantum hypergraph states
We define quantum hypergraph states following the ap-
proach of [5]. For a complete review on graph states we
refer to [13].
Definition II.1 (Hypergraph state - Operational defin-
ition). Let H = (V,E) be a hypergraph of order n. To
each vertex i we associate a qubit qi for i = 1, 2, ... n, thus
associating an n-qubit quantum system Q = {qi}ni=1 to
the n-order hypergraph H .
We then define the hypergraph state |H〉 associated to hy-
pergraph H as the following n-qubit pure quantum state
|H〉 :=
n∏
k=1
∏
e∈E,|e|=k
Cek|+〉⊗n (1)
where Cek is the k-qubit controlled-Z gate acting on
the k qubits connected by the k-hyperedge e and |+〉 =
|0〉+|1〉√
2
is a superposition of the computational basis
states. The action of the control gate Cek is defined as
2C
(i1,i2,... ik)
k = I
(j) ⊗ (I− P) + σ(j)z ⊗ P (2)
for all j = i1, i2, ... ik, where P is the projector onto the
state |11... 1〉(i1,i2,... jˆ,.. ik) and the notation iˆ means that
index i is not included. Here, σ
(j)
z is the Pauli-z-operator
of vertex j. Hypergraph states with all hyperedges of
the same cardinality k are called k-uniform. Graph states
are a particular case of k-uniform hypergraph states with
k = 2.
Hypergraph states, just like graph states, allow for
an equivalent definition based on a generalized stabilizer
formalism. However, differently from the graphs’ stabil-
izers [13], we point out that the generalized stabilizers
are no more local observables.
Definition II.2 (Hypergraph state - Stabilizer defini-
tion). We define the hypergraph state |H〉 associated to
the hypergraph H with n vertices as the unique eigen-
vector with eigenvalue 1 of the set of n operators {Ki}ni=1
defined as
Ki := σ
(i)
x ⊗
n∏
k=1
∏
e∈N(i),|e|=k−1
Cek−1 (3)
where σ
(i)
x is the Pauli-x-operator of vertex i and N(i)
denotes the neighbourhood of vertex i.
The operators {Ki}ni=1 are called generalized stabilizer
operators of hypergraph state |H〉; they are hermitian
operators generating an Abelian group Σn of 2
n elements
[5]. The stabilizers and their compositions are hermitian
operators.
Given any n-qubit hypergraph state |H〉, we introduce
the hypergraph state basis, generalizing the graph state
basis [13], with respect to which the stabilizer operators
are simultaneously diagonalizable.
Proposition II.1 (Hypergraph state basis). Let |H〉 be
an n-qubit hypergraph state and {Ki}ni=1 the set of its
stabilizer operators. Then the following set of 2n states
Bn := {|φs〉 := σsz |H〉 ≡ σs1z ⊗ σs2z ⊗ ... σsnz |H〉}2
n−1
s=0 (4)
where s is a binary number composed of bits s1, s2, ...sn,
forms a basis for the n-qubit Hilbert space Hn ≃ Cn.
Moreover, stabilizer operators {Ki}ni=1 are simultan-
eously diagonalizable with respect to this basis
Ki|φs〉 = (−1)si |φs〉 (5)
and 〈φs|φt〉 = δs,t.
Proof. We begin by proving the statement in the particu-
lar case of an n-qubit hypergraph state |H〉 with only one
n-hyperedge; this allows for a very simple representation
of its stabilizer operators Ki for i = 1, 2, ... n:
Ki = σ
(i)
x ⊗ C(1,2,...ˆi,... n)n−1 . (6)
We first prove that stabilizer operators Ki of this form
commute with the Pauli matrices σ
(j)
z whenever j 6= i,
whereas they anticommute when i = j. In order to eval-
uate the action of the stabilizer operator Ki on qubit j
when i 6= j, we make use of expression (2) and get
Ki = σ
(i)
x ⊗ I(j) ⊗ (I− P) + σ(i)x ⊗ σ(j)z ⊗ P . (7)
Since σ
(j)
z commutes both with I(j) and with itself, the
commutativity is immediately verified. Instead when the
two indexes coincide, a negative sign, due to the anti-
commutativity of the Pauli matrices, appears, namely
Kiσ
(i)
z = (σ
(i)
x ⊗ C(1,2,...ˆi,... n)n−1 )σ(i)z
= −σ(i)z (σ(i)x ⊗ C(1,2,...ˆi,... n)n−1 )
= −σ(i)z Ki .
(8)
It follows that
Ki|φs〉 = Kiσsz |H〉
= (−1)siσsz |H〉
= (−1)si |φs〉 .
(9)
This same reasoning applies to a generic stabilizer: it
suffices to recall that any stabilizer operator Ki may be
written as the composition of σ
(i)
x ⊗ I(1,2,... iˆ,... n)n−1 with
k-controlled gates of the form I
(i)
1 ⊗C(i1,i2,... ik)k ⊗ In−k−1.
We finally check the orthonormality relation. Let 0 ≤
s, t ≤ 2n− 1 be two different binary numbers s 6= t, then
there exists at least one index i such that si 6= ti, say si =
1 and ti = 0. Then Ki|φs〉 = (−1)si |φs〉 = −|φs〉, while
Ki|φt〉 = (−1)ti |φt〉 = |φt〉, which means that |φs〉 and
|φt〉 belong to two different, thus orthogonal, eigenspaces.
Just like for the projector on a graph state [13], as a
consequence of Proposition II.1, it can be proved that,
given a hypergraph state |H〉, the projector |H〉〈H | may
be represented both in terms of the stabilizers {Ki}ni=1
and of the elements of the stabilizer group Σn [14] as
|H〉〈H | = 1
2n
∑
σ∈Σn
σ =
n∏
i=1
I+Ki
2
. (10)
3B. Entanglement measures and entanglement
detection
In this work we are interested in completely or fully en-
tangled quantum states of multipartite quantum systems,
hence in genuine multipartite entanglement. We remind
the reader that the mixed state of a multipartite quantum
system is said to be completely or fully entangled if it can-
not be written as a convex combination of projectors onto
states that are biseparable with respect to any biparti-
tion, even allowing for different bipartitions in the same
decomposition. For a complete review of the theory of
entanglement and the problem of entanglement detection
we mainly refer to [15] and [16]. Here, we first study the
entanglement properties of quantum hypergraph states,
and then apply the entanglement results to the construc-
tion of entanglement witness operators for the detection
of genuine multipartite entanglement in the neighbour-
hood of a given hypergraph state.
Definition II.3 (Bipartite entanglement - Multipartite
entanglement). Let |ψn〉 ∈ Hn be the pure state of a
composite quantum system composed of n subsystems
{1, 2, ... n}. Let AB be a possible bipartition of the n
subsystems with A = {1, 2, ... k} and B = {k + 1, ... n}
for some 1 ≤ k < n. We define the bipartite entanglement
of the state with respect to bipartition AB as
EAB(|ψn〉) := 1− max|φA〉|φB〉|〈φ
A|〈φB |ψn〉|2
≡ 1− αAB(|ψn〉)
(11)
where the maximum is taken over all pure biseparable
states |φAk 〉|φBn−k〉.
We define the state’s multipartite entanglement as its
minimum bipartite entanglement EAB(|φn〉) with respect
to all possible bipartitions AB:
E(|ψn〉) := min
AB
EAB(|ψn〉)
= 1− max
|φA〉|φB〉,AB
|〈φA|〈φB|ψn〉|2
≡ 1− α(|ψn〉)
(12)
where the maximum is taken over all pure biseparable
states |φAB〉 = |φAk 〉|φBn−k〉 as well as over all possible
bipartitions AB.
As required by a good measure of entanglement, it can
be checked that both bipartite and multipartite entan-
glement are two non-increasing entanglement measures
under LOCCs [22].
Moreover, in order to compute the overlap between a
quantum state |ψn〉 and the set of all pure biseparable
states with respect to a bipartition AB, it is not ne-
cessary to explicitly perform the maximization over the
whole set: it can be proved [17] that
αAB(|ψn〉) = max
k=1,... R
sABk (|ψn〉)2 (13)
where {sABk (|ψn〉)}Rk=1 is the set of the Schmidt coef-
ficients of state |ψn〉 with respect to bipartition AB and
R is its Schmidt rank.
Definition II.4 (Entanglement witness for genuine mul-
tipartite entanglement - [18]). Let ρent be the density
matrix representing a completely entangled state of a
multipartite quantum system Q; let Sbi(Q) be the convex
set of all states that may be written as a convex combina-
tion of biseparable states. LetW be a hermitian operator
such that
{
Tr[Wρent] < 0
Tr[Wρsep] ≥ 0 ∀ ρsep ∈ Sbi(Q) . (14)
Then operatorW is an entanglement witness for genuine
multipartite entanglement.
A standard procedure for the construction of an entan-
glement witness that is able to detect genuine multipart-
ite entanglement in the neighbourhood of a given state
|H〉 is that of the projector-based entanglement witness
[15]
W := α(|H〉)I − |H〉〈H | (15)
where α(|H〉) is defined in Eq. (12).
III. MULTIPARTITE ENTANGLEMENT IN
QUANTUM HYPERGRAPH STATES
In this section we first compute the exact multipartite
entanglement formulas for some specific classes of hyper-
graph states and we then derive a lower bound to the
multipartite entanglement of a generic hypergraph state.
We propose a procedure to evaluate exactly the mul-
tipartite entanglement for some symmetric classes of hy-
pergraph states. In order to do this we use the concept
of infinity norm, defined as follows.
Definition III.1 (Infinity norm). Let M ∈ Cn×n be a
square matrix. Its infinity norm ‖M‖∞ is defined as
‖M‖∞:= max
i=1,2,... n
n∑
j=1
|Mij | . (16)
For M ≥ 0, its maximum eigenvalue is bounded by
λmax(M) ≤‖M‖∞ (see for instance [19]).
Our procedure which allows to compute αAB(|φ〉) in
Eq. (12) is summarized as follows:
• Take an n-qubit hypergraph state |Hn〉 which is
invariant under permutations of the qubits;
4• Consider the bipartition A¯ = {1, 2, ... (n− 1)} and
B¯ = {n}, perform the Schmidt decomposition with
respect to this bipartition and spot the maximum
Schmidt coefficient sA¯B¯max(|Hn〉);
• Consider now all other bipartitions A = {1, 2, ... n−
k} and B = {n−k+1, ... n} for k > 1 and write the
reduced density matrix ρ(12...n−k) corresponding to
n− k qubits;
• Compute the infinity norm ‖ρ(12...n−k)‖∞;
• Compare the infinity norm ‖ ρ(12...n−k) ‖∞ with(
sA¯B¯max(|Hn〉)
)2
;
• If ‖ ρ(12...n−k) ‖∞≤
(
sA¯B¯max(|Hn〉)
)2
for all values
1 < k ≤ n/2 then α(|Hn〉) =
(
sA¯B¯max(|Hn〉)
)2
. This
last step is justified by (13).
In the following we apply this procedure to compute
α(|Hn〉), and therefore the multipartite entanglement
E(|φn〉) via (12), for some classes of hypergraph states.
A. Hypergraph states with one
maximum-cardinality hyperedge
We here consider n-qubit hypergraph states |Gn〉 with
only one maximum-cardinality n-hyperedge, namely
|Gn〉 = C(1,2,... n)n |+〉⊗n . (17)
Theorem III.1 (Multipartite entanglement - One max-
imum-cardinality hyperedge). Let |Gn〉 be an n-qubit
hypergraph state with just one maximum-cardinality n-
hyperedge. Then the maximum squared overlap between
hypergraph state |Gn〉 and the pure biseparable states is
αn = max|φA〉|φB〉,{A,B}
|〈φA|〈φB |Gn〉|2 = 2
n−1 − 1
2n−1
(18)
and the multipartite entanglement of hypergraph state
|Gn〉 is
E(|Gn〉) = 1
2n−1
. (19)
Hypergraph states with only one maximum-cardinality
hyperedge are superpositions of all the elements of the
computational basis with only one negative sign in front
of the element |11... 1〉. These are exactly the same states
employed by Grover’s quantum search algorithm in the
single solution case [20]. This result was in fact first
proved in Ref. [21], where the entanglement dynamics
in Grover’s algorithm is analysed. Here we prove it by
following the procedure outlined above.
Proof. Consider first the bipartition A¯ = {1, 2, ... (n−1)}
and B¯ = {n}. The Schmidt decomposition of hypergraph
state |Gn〉 with respect to bipartition A¯B¯ is
|Gn〉 =
√
2n−1 − 1
2n−1
2n−1−2∑
x=0
|x〉√
2n−1 − 1 |+〉 +
+
|11...1〉|−〉√
2n−1
(20)
and the maximum Schmidt coefficient is therefore
sA¯B¯max(|Gn〉) =
√
2n−1−1
2n−1 .
Consider now bipartitions A = {1, 2, ... n− k} and B =
{n − k + 1, ... n} with k > 1. By performing the par-
tial trace over the last k subsystems, the reduced density
matrix ρ(12...n−k) becomes
1
2n−1


2
k−1
2
k−1
. . . 2
k−1
2
k−1
− 1
2
k−1
2
k−1
. . . 2
k−1
2
k−1
− 1
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
2
k−1
2
k−1
. . . 2
k−1
2
k−1
− 1
2
k−1
− 1 2
k−1
− 1 . . . 2
k−1
− 1 2
k−1

 (21)
Regarding the maximum eigenvalue, it follows that
λmax(ρ
(12...n−k)) ≤‖ρ(12...n−k)‖∞= 2
n−1 − 1
2n−1
(22)
for all k > 1. We then conclude that αn =
2n−1−1
2n−1 .
B. Hypergraph states with all (n-1)-hyperedges
We now consider n-qubit hypergraph states |Hn−1n 〉 en-
dowed with all possible hyperedges of cardinality n-1,
namely
|Hn−1n 〉 =
n∏
i=1
C
(1,2,... iˆ,... n)
n−1 |+〉⊗n . (23)
Theorem III.2 (Multipartite entanglement - Hy-
peredges of cardinality n-1). Let |Hn−1n 〉 be an n-qubit hy-
pergraph state endowed with all possible hyperedges of car-
dinality n-1. Then the maximum squared overlap between
hypergraph state |Hn−1n 〉 and the pure biseparable states
is 

α(|H34 〉) =
3 +
√
5
8
≤ 3
4
α(|Hn−1n 〉) =
2n−1 − n
2n−1
for n even, n ≥ 6
α(|Hn−1n 〉) =
2n−1 − n+ 1
2n−1
for n odd .
(24)
5The multipartite entanglement of hypergraph state
|Hn−1n 〉 is then given by

E(|H34 〉) =
5−√5
8
≥ 1
4
E(|Hn−1n 〉) =
n
2n−1
for n even, n ≥ 6
E(|Hn−1n 〉) =
n− 1
2n−1
for n odd .
(25)
The complete proof of this result is reported in Ap-
pendix A. The procedure is a straightforward generaliza-
tion of the one applied to the single maximum-cardinality
hyperedge. The maximum eigenvalues of the reduced
density matrices do not increase for increasing k, hence
they remain lower than or equal to the squared max-
imum Schmidt coefficient with respect to the first bipar-
tition A¯B¯. The only exception to this behaviour is the
case n = 4, that is the lowest possible even value. We
distinguish the case of n even from n odd because of a
difference in the sign of the coefficient in front of the com-
putational basis element |11... 1〉. While a hypergraph
state |Hn−1n 〉 with n even has n negative coefficients, a
hypergraph state |Hn−1n 〉 with n odd has an additional
negative sign in front of the component |11... 1〉: when n
is even the negative signs introduced by the controlled-Z
gates compensate each other.
C. Hypergraph states with all hyperedges of
cardinality greater than or equal to n-1
We here consider n-qubit hypergraph states endowed
with all possible hyperedges of cardinality greater than
or equal to n-1, namely
|Hn−1,nn 〉 = C(1,2,... n)n
n∏
i=1
C
(1,2,... iˆ,... n)
n−1 |+〉⊗n . (26)
Theorem III.3 (Multipartite entanglement - Hy-
peredges of cardinality greater than or equal to n-1). Let
|Hn−1,nn 〉 be an n-qubit hypergraph state endowed with all
possible hyperedges of cardinality greater than or equal to
n-1. Then the maximum squared overlap between hyper-
graph state |Hn−1,nn 〉 and the pure biseparable states is

α(|H2,33 〉) =
3
4
α(|Hn−1,nn 〉) =
2n−1 − n+ 1
2n−1
for n even
α(|Hn−1,nn 〉) =
2n−1 − n
2n−1
for n odd, n ≥ 5 .
(27)
The multipartite entanglement of hypergraph state
|Hn−1,nn 〉 is

E(|H2,33 〉) =
1
4
E(|Hn−1,nn 〉) =
n− 1
2n−1
for n even
E(|Hn−1,nn 〉) =
n
2n−1
for n odd, n ≥ 5 .
(28)
The complete proof of this result is reported in Ap-
pendix A. The procedure is a straightforward generaliza-
tion of the one applied to the single maximum-cardinality
hyperedge case and it is analogous to the procedure ap-
plied to prove Theorem III.2, it only differs in the op-
posite role played by the parity of the number of qubits
n. The additional n-hyperedge, with respect to the pre-
vious case, changes the sign of the coefficient in front of
the component |11... 1〉. We here hence distinguish the
case of n even from case of n odd, just like we did in
the previous case, perform the same demonstrative pro-
cedure and find inverted formulas between the two cases
of n even and n odd. As expected, the only exception
here is for n = 3, that is the lowest possible value for n
odd, similarly to the previous exception of the case n = 4
(the lowest possible value for n under the hypothesis of
Theorem III.2).
D. Lower bound to the multipartite entanglement
of a generic hypergraph state
Theorem III.4 (Multipartite entanglement - General
case). Let |Hkmaxn 〉 be an n-qubit connected hypergraph
state of maximum hyperedge-cardinality equal to kmax.
Then its overlap with the pure biseparable states is upper
bounded by
α(|Hkmaxn 〉) ≤
2kmax−1 − 1
2kmax−1
. (29)
Its multipartite entanglement is hence lower bounded by
E(|Hkmaxn 〉) ≥
1
2kmax−1
. (30)
Proof. The proof of the theorem may be outlined as fol-
lows.
• Given an n-qubit connected hypergraph state
|Hkmaxn 〉 of maximum hyperedge-cardinality equal
to kmax, we consider a possible bipartition AB.
Among the hyperedges that cross the bipartition
we choose one with the highest cardinality, which
we denote as κ: by definition κ ≤ kmax. The
reason why we choose an hyperedge with the
highest cardinality will be made clear in the next
steps.
• We show that hypergraph state |Hkmaxn 〉 may
always be reduced to a mixture of single-hyperedge
hypergraph states |Gκ′〉 with κ′ ≤ κ ≤ kmax
by only means of operations that are local with
respect to the chosen bipartition AB.
• Given the non-increasing property of bipartite en-
tanglement under LOCCs, the entanglment of the
initial state is greater than or equal to the weighted
average of the entanglement values of the single
6states belonging to the mixture, with weights given
by the probabilities of the measurement outcomes.
In particular the initial entanglement is greater
than or equal to the minimum value entering the
weighted average. We deduce that
EAB(|Hkmaxn 〉) ≥ EAB(|Gκ′〉)
where κ′ is the maximum cardinality within the
above mixture.
• Recalling that multipartite entanglement is defined
as the minimum of bipartite entanglement over all
possible bipartitions and applying Theorem III.1,
it follows that
EAB(|Hkmaxn 〉) ≥ E(|Gκ′〉) =
1
2κ′−1
where E(|Gκ′ 〉) denotes the minimum of
EAB(|Gκ′〉) over all possible bipartitions AB.
• We conclude by observing that the minimum value
of the multipartite entanglement is attained when
κ = κ′ = kmax. In general κ′ ≤ κ ≤ kmax but it is
possible that κ′ = kmax if the initially considered
bipartition crosses a kmax-hyperedge. In general
if κ1 ≤ κ2 then 12κ1−1 ≥ 12κ2−1 and, since we are
looking for the minimum, this motivates the choice
of the hyperedge with highest cardinality at the
first step. This leads to
E(|Hkmaxn 〉) ≥ E(|Gkmax〉) =
1
2kmax−1
.
In order to complete the proof it hence suffices to show
how to reduce |Hkmaxn 〉 to a single-hyperedge hypergraph
state |Gκ′〉 with κ′ ≤ kmax by only means of operations
that are local with respect to the chosen bipartition AB
and single-qubit measurements. This may be achieved
through the following iterative procedure (see Fig.1 for
an example).
• Given a bipartition AB, choose one of the hy-
peredges with the highest cardinality crossed by
the bipartition and call κ its cardinality.
• Perform σz measurements on the n− κ qubits not
belonging to the chosen hyperedge (Fig.1, step 1).
The resulting state will be of the form
|Hκ〉|φ(1)〉|φ(2)〉... |φ(n−κ)〉
where |Hκ〉 is a κ-qubit hypergraph state with an
hyperedge with highest cardinality κ and possibly
other internal lower-cardinality hyperedges; state
|φ(i)〉 ∈ {|0〉, |1〉} is the single-qubit state of the
qubit at vertex i and depends on the correspond-
ing measurement output. These measurements
do not delete the chosen κ-hyperedge but may
cause the appearance of internal lower-cardinality
hyperedges [4].
• Remove all internal hyperedges of cardinality κ− 1
by means of local Pauli operations [14] (Fig.1, step
2). This may introduce edges of lower cardinality
that in general may not be removed by only means
of LOCCs.
• Remove all hyperedges of cardinality k′ < κ − 1
that do not cross the chosen bipartition by means
of controlled gates of the form Ck′ ; even if these
are not single-qubit transformations they are
local with respect to the chosen bipartition. The
non-increasing property of bipartite entanglement
under LOCCs therefore applies to this case as well.
• Stop if at this stage all lower-cardinality hy-
peredges have been removed, i.e. the initial
state has been reduced to a state of the form
|Gκ〉|φ(1)〉|φ(2)〉... |φ(n−κ)〉 (Fig.1, step 3 left).
• If this is not the case (Fig.1, step 3 right), it
means that the remaining state is still of the
form |Hκ〉|φ(1)〉|φ(2)〉... |φ(n−κ)〉 where |Hκ〉 is a κ-
qubit hypergraph state with an hyperedge with
highest cardinality κ and possibly other internal
lower-cardinality hyperedges. Consider then the
lower-cardinality hyperedges that remain: they all
cross the bipartition because those not crossing
the bipartition were removed in the previous steps,
moreover they are all of cardinality strictly lower
than κ − 1. Select an hyperedge with highest car-
dinality and denote its cardinality with κ˜. Measure
one of the qubits outside the κ˜-hyperedge but still
within the κ-hyperedge; this may cause, depending
on the measurement outcome, the appearance of
a (κ-1)-hyperedge crossing the bipartition. Select
now again an hyperedge with the highest cardinal-
ity among those crossing the bipartition, call κ′ its
cardinality, repeat the procedure from the begin-
ning replacing κ with κ′.
IV. ENTANGLEMENT WITNESSES IN THE
HYPERGRAPH FORMALISM
In this section we apply the multipartite entanglement
results of Section III to the construction of entanglement
witnesses. We first derive entanglement witnesses of
the projective type, then propose a class of witnesses
based on the stabilizer formalism, hence called stabilizer
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Figure 1. Procedure to transform a 5-qubit hypergraph state
of maximum hyperedge cardinality equal to 4 probabilistic-
ally into a single-hyperedge hypergraph state by only means
of transformations that are local with respect to a chosen
bipartition. The exemplifying bipartition is A = {1, 2, 3}
and B = {4, 5} (red inclined line). (M
σ
(i)
z
, j) denotes a σz
measurement to be performed on qubit i with outcome j.
Depending on the measurement outcomes the output state
may be either of the form |G2〉|φ
(1)〉|φ(2)〉|φ(5)〉 or of the form
|G3〉|φ
(1)〉|φ(2)〉. This leads to a lower bound of 1
4
for the
bipartite entanglement with respect to this choice of the bi-
partition.
witnesses, requiring a lower number of measurement
settings than the projective ones. The efficiency of
the constructed witnesses is evaluated on the basis of
their robustness to noise and of the number of local
measurement settings required by each of them in order
to be measured.
Let Wn be an entanglement witness able to detect
entanglement in the neighbourhood of the n-qubit hy-
pergraph state |Hn〉. Let Rp be the hypergraph state
|Hn〉 after the action of some white noise, i.e. Rp =
p I2n + (1 − p)|Hn〉〈Hn| with 0 ≤ p ≤ 1. We define as
robustness parameter the limit value pLn for p, such that
Tr[RpWn] < 0 for all p < p
L
n . Note that p
L
n also quan-
tifies the dimensions of neighbourhood where Wn is able
to detect entanglement.
We remind that a generic witness operator can be de-
composed in terms of a set of local observables O =
{O(i)}m≤ni=1 , i.e. O(i) acts on qubit i for i = 1, 2, ...1,m ≤
n [23]. We say that we measure the local measurement
setting O if we perform the simultaneous von Neumann
measurement of the observables in O. The evaluation
of the number of local measurement settings required to
measure the expectation value of each witness operator
is reported in Appendix B.
A. Projector-based entanglement witnesses
In the following we list the projector-based entangle-
ment witnesses that we constructed, specifying the value
of their associated robustness parameter and the number
of local measurement settings required. For the detec-
tion of multipartite entanglement in the neighbourhood
of the state |Gn〉, the projector-based witness reads
Wn =
2n−1 − 1
2n−1
I− |Gn〉〈Gn|, (31)
which needs 3
n−1
2 local measurement settings, see App.
B, and has robustness parameter pLn =
2
2n−1 . Because
of the maximum-cardinality hyperedge, this case is the
worst case scenario regarding the number of measurement
settings. All of the following projective witnesses require
a number of local measurement settings lower than or
equal to (but possibly as high as) 3
n−1
2 .
Starting from the state |Hn−1n 〉 we have the projector-
based witnesses


W4 =
3 +
√
5
8
I− |H34 〉〈H34 |, n = 4
Wn =
2n−1 − n
2n−1
I− |Hn−1n 〉〈Hn−1n |, n ≥ 6 even
Wn =
2n−1 − n+ 1
2n−1
I− |Hn−1n 〉〈Hn−1n |, n ≥ 3 odd .
(32)
with pL4 =
10−2√5
15 , p
L
n =
2n
2n−1 for n even, p
L
n =
2(n−1)
2n−1
for n odd.
The projector-based witnesses for hypergraph states
with hyperedges of cardinality n and n− 1 read
8

W3 =
3
4
I− |H2,33 〉〈H2,33 |, n = 3
Wn =
2n−1 − n
2n−1
I− |Hn−1,nn 〉〈Hn−1,nn |, n ≥ 5 odd
Wn =
2n−1 − n+ 1
2n−1
I− |Hn−1,nn 〉〈Hn−1,nn |, n ≥ 4 even .
(33)
with pL3 =
2
7 , p
L
n =
2(n−1)
2n−1 for n even, p
L
n =
2n
2n−1 for n
odd.
Finally, for a generic hypergraph state with hyperedges
of maximum cardinality kmax we have the witness
Wn =
2kmax−1 − 1
2kmax−1
I− |Hkmaxn 〉〈Hkmaxn | (34)
with robustness threshold pLn =
2n−kmax+1
2n−1 .
B. Stabilizer entanglement witnesses
We now construct entanglement witnesses of the form
W˜n = βnI−
n∑
i=1
Ki (35)
with βn ∈ R+, exploiting the stabilizer formalism and
generalizing the procedure proposed in Refs. [24] and
[25]. As mentioned above, projector-based entanglement
witnesses need a number of local measurement settings
that in general is exponentially growing with the number
of qubits. The aim of the stabilizer construction is
hence to improve this experimental efficiency. The
stabilizer entanglement witnesses we propose indeed
need a number of local measurement settings that grows
linearly with the number of qubits. However, they are
less fine that the projector-based ones and display a
lower robustness parameter.
In order to determine suitable values for βn such that
W˜n is an entanglement witness we require that W˜n −
CWn ≥ 0 for some positive constant C > 0. If this holds
we have that
Tr[ρW˜n] ≥ CTr[ρWn] (36)
and W˜n is still a good entanglement witness. Its
robustness parameter is n−βn
n
. In order to maximize p˜nL
we hence need to minimize βn.
In order to require (36) we compare the two witnesses
Wn and W˜n by means of the hypergraph state basis. The
action of Wn on the hypergraph state basis (4) is
{
Wn|φ00...0〉 = α(|Hn〉)− 1
Wn|φx 6=00...0〉 = α(|Hn〉) (37)
Inequality (36) results in the following set of constraints
for the parameter βn

0 > βn − n ≥ C (α(|Hn〉)− 1)
βn + n ≥ Cα(|Hn〉)
βn ± (n− 2) ≥ Cα(|Hn〉)
...
βn ± (n− 2m) ≥ Cα(|Hn〉)
...
βn ≥ Cα(|Hn〉)
(38)
for n even, m positive integer with 0 < m < n/2 and
C > 0, while

0 > βn − n ≥ C (α(|Hn〉)− 1)
βn + n ≥ Cα(|Hn〉)
βn ± (n− 2) ≥ Cα(|Hn〉)
...
βn ± (n− 2m) ≥ Cα(|Hn〉)
...
βn ± 1 ≥ Cα(|Hn〉)
(39)
for n odd, m and C as above.
These inequalities are all compatible with each other for
every n and define a convex compatibility region for βn
and C where one can minimize βn (see Figure 2 for a
pictorial representation). The first two inequalities (first
line) in the set of constraints are identified by the re-
gion below the black line and the one on the right of the
blue one, while the inequality in the third line of the set
is identified by the region on the left of the green line.
Notice that if the latter is satisfied then also all the re-
maining constraints in the set are automatically satisfied.
The optimal value for βn, given by the minimum com-
patible with the set of constraints, is at the intersection
of the (blue and green) lines{
βn = n− C (1− α(|Hn〉))
βn = (n− 2) + Cα(|Hn〉) (40)
which corresponds to C = 2 and βn = n− 2(1−α(|Hn〉).
In the following we list the stabilizer entanglement
witnesses constructed in ths way, specifying the value of
their associated robustness parameter and the number
of local measurement settings required.
A suitable witness for the detection of entanglement in
the neighbourhood of |Gn〉 is given by
W˜n =
n2n−1 − 2
2n−1
I−
n∑
i=1
Ki(Gn) (41)
requiring exactly n local measurement settings and with
p˜Ln =
2
n2n−1 . Here Ki(Gn) denotes the stabilizer operat-
ors for hypergraph state |Gn〉. Just like in the projective
case, this is the worst case scenario regarding the number
9βn
C · (1− α(|Hn〉))
•
•
n− 2
n
•
Figure 2. Grey region: feasible region. Black line: βn = n.
Blue dashed line: βn = n − C (1− α(|Hn〉)). Green dotted
line: βn = (n − 2) + Cα(|Hn〉). Red dot: optimal value for
βn.
of measurement settings. This means that the number of
measurements required by the stabilizer witnesses that
follow is limited from above by n, hence no more by an
exponential function of the number of qubits but by a lin-
ear one. A comparison between the robustness parameter
for the projective witness (31) and the stabilizer witness
(41) is reported in Fig. 3. As we can see, stabilizer entan-
glement witnesses need fewer local measurement settings
than the projective ones but, as a drawback, they are less
robust to noise than the projective ones.
Suitable stabilizer witnesses for the detection of entan-
glement in the neighbourhood of |Hn−1n 〉 are


W˜4 =
11 +
√
5
4
I−
4∑
i=1
Ki(H
3
4 ), n = 4
W˜n =
n2n−1 − 2n
2n−1
I−
n∑
i=1
Ki(H
n−1
n ), n ≥ 6 even
W˜n =
n2n−1 − 2n+ 2
2n−1
I−
n∑
i=1
Ki(H
n−1
n ), n ≥ 3 odd .
(42)
with p˜L4 =
5−√5
16 , p˜
L
n =
2
2n−1 for n even, p˜
L
n =
2(n−1)
n2n−1 for
n odd.
For the detection of entanglement in the neighbourhood
of |Hn−1,nn 〉 we have


W˜3 =
5
2
I−
3∑
i=1
Ki(H
2,3
3 ), n = 3
W˜n =
n2n−1 − 2n
2n−1
I−
n∑
i=1
Ki(H
n−1,n
n ), n ≥ 5 odd
W˜n =
n2n−1 − 2n+ 2
2n−1
I−
n∑
i=1
Ki(H
n−1,n
n ), n ≥ 4 even .
(43)
with p˜L3 =
1
6 , p˜
L
n =
2(n−1)
n2n−1 for n even, p˜
L
n =
2
2n−1 for n
odd.
Suitable stabilizer witnesses for the detection of entan-
glement in the neighbourhood of a generic hypergraph
state with hyperedges with maximum cardinality kmax
are given by
W˜n =
n2kmax−1 − 2
2kmax−1
I−
n∑
i=1
Ki(Hkmax) (44)
with p˜Ln =
2
n2kmax−1
. A derivation of bounds on the num-
ber of measurement settings required to measure the ex-
pectation values of the projective witnesses versus the
stabilizer ones is reported in Appendix B.
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Figure 3. Entanglement detection in the neighbourhood of
a n-qubit hypergraph state |Gn〉 with only one maximum-
cardinality hyperedge. Plot of the robustness parameters pLn
(red line with dots) and p˜Ln (blue line with squares) versus the
number of qubits n for 2 ≤ n ≤ 8.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have studied the entanglement prop-
erties of some classes of symmetric hypergraph states for
an arbitrary number of qubits n by proposing an analyt-
ical procedure based on the notion of infinity norm of a
matrix. We have also derived lower bounds to the multi-
partite entanglement of a generic hypergraph state, that
depends on the value of the maximal cardinality of the
corresponding hypergraph. We have then constructed
two classes of entanglement witness operators for the de-
tection of multipartite entanglement in the neighborhood
of a hypergraph state and we have compared their effi-
ciency in terms of minimal number of measurement set-
tings required in order to measure the expectation value
of the witness operator and in terms of the correspond-
ing robustness parameter. The analysis has shown that
projector-based witnesses perform better in terms of ro-
bustness parameter with respect to stabilizer witnesses,
but in general they are more demanding in terms of the
number of measurement settings required.
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Appendix A: Proofs of the multipartite
entanglement formulas
It suffices here to prove the overlap and multipartite
entanglement formulas of Theorem III.2. The proof of
Theorem III.3 is based on the same procedure, with the
only difference being in the role played by the parity of
the number of qubits and the exception of case n = 3.
Proof. Case n even. We consider the representation of
hypergraph state |Hn−1n 〉 over the computational basis
and note that the number of negative signs in front of
the computational basis elements is equal to
(
n
n−1
) ≡ n,
while the coefficient of state |11... 1〉 is equal to +1. The
Schmidt decomposition of hypergraph state |Hn−1n 〉 with
respect to bipartition A¯ = {1, 2, ... (n− 1)} and B¯ = {n}
may always be written as
|Hn−1n 〉 =
√
2n−1 − n
2n−1
2n−1−1∑
x=0,
w(x)<n−2
|x〉√
2n−1 − n |+〉+
+
√
n
2n−1
· 1√
n

 2
n−1−1∑
x=0,
w(x)=n−2
|x〉 − |11... 1〉

 |−〉
(A1)
where the first summation is taken over all binary num-
bers from 0 to 2n−1 − 1 with weight w(x) < n− 2 while
the second summation is taken over those binary num-
bers x that have weight w(x) exactly equal to n−2; while
the first summation is made up of 2n−1−n addends, the
second one is made up of n− 1 terms.
As a straightforward consequence of representation (A1),
it follows that the maximum Schmidt coefficient of hy-
pergraph state |Hn−1n 〉, with respect to bipartition A¯ B¯
and for n ≥ 4, is sA¯B¯max(|Hn−1n 〉) =
√
2n−1−n
2n−1 .
Case n = 4. We first consider the case with n = 4
and write hypergraph state |H34 〉 as
|H34 〉 =
1√
2
( |000〉+ |001〉+ |010〉+ |100〉
2
|+〉+
+
|011〉+ |101〉+ |110〉 − |111〉
2
|−〉
)
.
(A2)
The maximum Schmidt coefficient with respect to bipar-
tition A = {1, 2, 3} and B = {4} is sABmax(|H34 〉) = 1√2 ,
hence the maximum eigenvalue of the corresponding re-
duced density matrix ρ(123) is λmax(ρ
(123)) = 12 .
Taking then into consideration bipartition A = {1, 2}
and B = {3, 4}, we write hypergraph state |H34 〉 as
|H34 〉 =
|0〉|G3〉+ |1〉C(2,3,4)3 |H23 〉√
2
=
1
2
(|00〉|+〉⊗2 + (|01〉+ |10〉)|G2〉+ |11〉|H12 〉) .
(A3)
If we now partially trace over both systems 3 and 4, the
resulting density matrix is given by
ρ(12) =
1
16


4 2 2 0
2 4 4 −2
2 4 4 −2
0 −2 −2 4

 (A4)
hence λmax(ρ
(12)) ≤‖ ρ(12) ‖∞= 34 . We conclude that
α(|H34 〉) ≤ 34 .
If we explicitly compute the eigenvalues of the mat-
rix ρ(12) it turns out that its maximum eigenvalue is
λmax(ρ
(12)) = 3+
√
5
8 ≤ 34 , as expected.
Case n ≥ 6. Let |Hn−1n 〉 be a n-qubit hypergraph
state with n even, n ≥ 6, and with all possible (n − 1)-
hyperedges. Besides the representation (A1), the hyper-
graph state |Hn−1n 〉 may be written in the following ways
|Hn−1n 〉 =
|0〉|Gn−1〉+ |1〉|H˜n−2n−1 〉√
2
=
|00〉|+〉⊗n−2 + (|01〉+ |10〉)|Gn−2〉+ |11〉|H˜n−3n−2 〉
2
=
1
2
√
2
(
(|000〉+ |001〉+ |010〉+ |100〉)|+〉⊗n−3+
+ (|011〉+ |101〉+ |110〉)|Gn−3〉+ |111〉|H˜n−4n−3 〉
)
=
1√
2k
(
2k−1∑
x=0,
w(x)<k−1
|x〉|+〉⊗n−k+
+
2k−1∑
x=0,
w(x)=k−1
|x〉|Gn−k〉+ |
k︷ ︸︸ ︷
11... 1〉|H˜n−k−1n−k 〉
)
(A5)
for all 1 ≤ k ≤ n, where |H˜n−k−1n−k 〉 is the (n − k)-qubit
hypergraph state with all possible (n−k−1)-hyperedges
plus an additional n-hyperedge if n − k is odd, so that
the coefficient in front of |11... 1〉 remains equal to +1
for every k. While the first summation is made up of
2k − k − 1 terms, the second summation is made up of k
addends. As a consequence, we may express the corres-
ponding reduced density matrix ρ(n−k) as
ρ(n−k) =
1
N (2
k − k − 1)I2n−k +
1
N kI˜2n−k +
1
N R2n−k
(A6)
where I2n−k ∝ (|+〉〈+|)⊗n−k is the 2n−k × 2n−k matrix
filled with ones, I˜2n−k ∝ |Gn−k〉〈Gn−k| is the 2n−k×2n−k
11
matrix filled with ones except for the last column and for
the last row, that have all elements equal to −1 and a
final 1, i.e.
I˜2n−k =


1 1 . . . 1 −1
1 1 . . . 1 −1
...
...
. . .
...
...
1 1 . . . 1 −1
−1 −1 . . . −1 1


R2n−k ∝ |H˜n−k−1n−k 〉〈H˜n−k−1n−k | and N is a normalization
factor. The matrix R2n−k has two kinds of rows: the
first one has n−k elements equal to −1 and 2n−k−n+k
elements equal to 1, in particular the last element is equal
to 1; the second one has the same elements with oppos-
ite sign. The sum of these three matrices gives a matrix
whose elements may assume the following 4 possible val-
ues
v1 = 2
k − k − 1 + k + 1 = 2k
v2 = 2
k − k − 1 + k − 1 = 2k − 2
v3 = 2
k − k − 1− k + 1 = 2k − 2k
v4 = 2
k − k − 1− k − 1 = 2k − 2k − 2
where v1 and v2 are internal values while v3 and v4
are values that may be assumed by elements of the last
column and row. Values vi for i = 1, 2, 3, 4 are all non-
negative except for v4 = −2 when k = 2.
We can now evaluate ‖ ρn−k ‖∞ as
‖ ρn−k ‖∞= max{N 1∞,N 2∞} (A7)
where N 1∞ gathers contributions coming from the first
row while N 2∞ has contributions coming from the other
possible kind of row.
We will first consider k = 2. In this case it turns out that
v1 = 4, v2 = 2, v3 = 0 and v4 = −2. This means that
N 1∞ and N 2∞ take the following values
N 1∞ k=2=
2n−1 − n
2n−1
N 2∞ k=2=
2n−1 − n
2n−1
−
(
2n−2 − 2n+ 2
2n−1
)
where 2
n−2−2n+2
2n−1 ≥ 0 for n ≥ 5. This means that, when
k = 2, N 1∞ ≥ N 2∞ for every n ≥ 6, with the only excep-
tion of the case n = 4 that has already been examined
above. Actually when n = 4 and k = 2, we have that
2n−1−n
2n−1 =
1
2 and
2n−2−2n+2
2n−1 = − 14 , so the sum of their
absolute values is 34 as expected.
Consider now k ≥ 3. In this case we have that N 1∞ and
N 2∞ may be written as
N 1∞ =
v1(2
n−k − n+ k − 1) + v2(n− k) + v3
N
=
2n−1 − n
2n−1
N 2∞ =
v2(2
n−k − n+ k − 1) + v1(n− k) + v4
N
=
2n−1 − n
2n−1
−
(
2n−k − 2(n− k)
2n−1
)
where 2
n−k−2(n−k)
2n−1 ≥ 0 for n − k ≥ 2. Since we need
to consider only inequivalent bipartitions, that means
k ≤ n2 , the cases corresponding to n ≥ 6 and 3 ≤ k ≤ n2
satisfy this requirement. Hence we have that N 1∞ ≥ N 2∞
for all values of n ≥ 6 and 3 ≤ k ≤ n2 .
We conclude by observing that the value of N 1∞ is
independent of k and equal to the squared maximum
Schmidt coefficient sA¯B¯max(|Hnn−1〉)2, evaluated with
respect to bipartition A¯B¯.
Case n odd. We consider the representation of hy-
pergraph state |Hn−1n 〉 over the computational basis and
note that the number of negative signs in front of the
computational basis elements is equal to
(
n
n−1
)
+1 ≡ n+1,
in particular the coefficient of state |11... 1〉 is equal to
−1. The Schmidt decomposition of the hypergraph state
|Hn−1n 〉 with respect to bipartition A¯B¯ may always be
written as
|Hn−1n 〉 =
√
2n−1 − n+ 1
2n−1
· 1√
2n−1 − n+ 1 ·
·

 2
n−1−1∑
x=0,
w(x)<n−2
|x〉 − |11... 1〉

 |+〉+
+
√
n− 1
2n−1
2n−1−1∑
x=0,
w(x)=n−2
|x〉√
n− 1 |−〉
(A8)
where the first summation is taken over all binary num-
bers ranging from 0 to 2n−1−1 with weight w(x) < n−2
while the second summation is taken over those binary
numbers x that have weight w(x) exactly equal to n− 2;
while the first summation is made up of 2n−1 − n ad-
dends, the second one is made up of n− 1 terms.
As a straightforward consequence of representation (A8),
it follows that the maximum Schmidt coefficient of hy-
pergraph state |Hn−1n 〉, with respect to bipartition A¯B¯,
is sA¯B¯max(|Hn−1n 〉) =
√
2n−1−n+1
2n−1 .
Case n = 3. We first consider case n = 3 and write
the hypergraph state |H23 〉 as
|H23 〉 =
1√
2
|00〉 − |11〉√
2
|+〉+ 1√
2
|01〉+ |10〉√
2
|−〉 . (A9)
The maximum Schmidt coefficient with respect to bipar-
tition A = {1, 2} and B = {3} is sABmax(|H23 〉) = 1√2 ,
hence the maximum eigenvalue of the corresponding re-
duced density matrix ρ(12) is λmax(ρ
(12)) = 12 and the
maximum overlap is α(|H23 〉) = 12 . We do not need to
consider any other bipartitions since, given the invari-
ance of the state under permutations of the qubits, they
are all equivalent to this one.
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Case n ≥ 5. Let |Hn−1n 〉 be a n-qubit hypergraph
state with n odd, n ≥ 5, and with all possible (n − 1)-
hyperedges. Besides the representation (A8), the hyper-
graph state |Hn−1n 〉 may be written as
|Hn−1n 〉 =
|0〉|Gn−1〉+ |1〉|Hˆn−2n−1 〉√
2
=
|00〉|+〉⊗n−2 + (|01〉+ |10〉)|Gn−2〉+ |11〉|Hˆn−3n−2 〉
2
=
1
2
√
2
(
(|000〉+ |001〉+ |010〉+ |100〉)|+〉⊗n−3+
+ (|011〉+ |101〉+ |110〉)|Gn−3〉+ |111〉|Hˆn−4n−3 〉
)
=
1√
2k
(
2k−1∑
x=0,
w(x)<k−1
|x〉|+〉⊗n−k +
2k−1∑
x=0,
w(x)=k−1
|x〉|Gn−k〉+
+ |
k︷ ︸︸ ︷
11... 1〉|Hˆn−k−1n−k 〉
)
(A10)
for all 1 ≤ k ≤ n, where |Hˆn−k−1n−k 〉 is the (n − k)-qubit
hypergraph state with all possible (n−k−1)-hyperedges
plus an additional n-hyperedge if n − k is even, so that
the coefficient in front of |11... 1〉 remains equal to −1 for
every k. While the first summation is made up of 2k−k−
1 terms, the second summation is made up of k addends.
As a consequence, we may represent the corresponding
reduced density matrix ρ(n−k) as
ρ(n−k) =
1
N (2
k − k − 1)I2n−k +
1
N kI˜2n−k +
1
N R2n−k
(A11)
where R2n−k ∝ |Hˆn−k−1n−k 〉〈Hˆn−k−1n−k | and N is a normal-
ization factor. The matrix R2n−k has two kinds of rows:
the first one has n − k + 1 elements equal to −1 and
2n−k − n + k − 1 elements equal to 1, in particular the
last element is equal to −1; the second one has the same
elements with opposite sign. The sum of these three
matrices gives a matrix whose elements may assume the
following 4 possible values
v1 = 2
k − k − 1 + k + 1 = 2k
v2 = 2
k − k − 1 + k − 1 = 2k − 2
v3 = 2
k − k − 1− k − 1 = 2k − 2k − 2
v4 = 2
k − k − 1− k + 1 = 2k − 2k
where v1 and v2 are internal values while v3 and v4
are values that may be assumed by elements of the last
column and row. Values vi for i = 1, 2, 3, 4 are all non-
negative except for v3 = −2 when k = 2.
We can now evaluate ‖ρn−k‖∞ as
‖ρn−k‖∞= max{N 1∞,N 2∞} (A12)
where N 1∞ gathers contributions coming from the first
row while N 2∞ has contributions coming from the other
possible kind of row.
We consider first k = 2. In this case it turns out that
v1 = 4, v2 = 2, v3 = −2 and v4 = 0. This means that
N 1∞ and N 2∞ take the following values
N 1∞ k=2=
2n−1 − n+ 1
2n−1
N 2∞ k=2=
2n−1 − n+ 1
2n−1
−
(
2n−3 − n+ 2
2n−2
)
where 2
n−3−n+2
2n−2 ≥ 0 for n ≥ 3. This means that, when
k = 2, we have that N 1∞ ≥ N 2∞ for every n ≥ 5.
Consider now k ≥ 3. In this case we need to consider
values of n such that n ≥ 7. We then find that N 1∞ and
N 2∞ may be written as
N 1∞ =
v1(2
n−k − n+ k − 1) + v2(n− k) + v3
N
=
2n−1 − n− 1
2n−1
≤ 2
n−1 − n+ 1
2n−1
N 2∞ =
v2(2
n−k − n+ k − 1) + v1(n− k) + v4
N
=
2n−1 − n− 1
2n−1
−
(
2n−k − 2(n− k)− 2
2n−1
)
where 2
n−k−2(n−k)
2n−1 ≥ 0 for n − k ≥ 3. Since we need to
consider only inequivalent bipartitions, that means k ≤
n−1
2 , the cases corresponding to n ≥ 7 and 3 ≤ k ≤ n−12
satisfy this requirement. Hence we have that N 1∞ ≥ N 2∞
also for all values of n ≥ 7 and 3 ≤ k ≤ n−12 .
We conclude by observing that the value of N 1∞ is in-
dependent of k and it is lower than the squared max-
imum Schmidt coefficient sA¯B¯max(|Hn−1n 〉)2, evaluated with
respect to bipartition A¯B¯.
Appendix B: Measurement of the witnesses
a. Single maximum-cardinality hyperedge case In
order to measure each stabilizer operator, one local
measurement setting is required and they are all differ-
ent from each other. To be more precise, stabilizer Ki is
given by the tensor product of the Pauli matrix σ
(i)
x and
the control gate C
(1,2,...ˆi,... n)
n−1 , whose decomposition over
the Pauli basis has all possible tensor products of Pauli
matrices σ
(j)
z and identities I(k) for j, k = 1, 2, ...ˆi, ... n.
Consequently, the measurement setting required to
measure the expectation value of Ki is composed of n−1
local measurements of type Z and one measurement of
kind X to be performed on qubit i.
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Consider now compositions of pairs of stabilizers,
i.e. KiKj . Pauli matrices of type σy appear in pos-
itions i and j because of terms σ
(i)
x σ
(i)
z = −iσ(i)y and
σ
(j)
z σ
(j)
x = iσ
(j)
y . Given the hermiticity of the stabilizer
operators and of their compositions, among all possible
arising new terms, i.e. σ
(i)
y ⊗ σ(j)y , σ(i)x ⊗ σ(j)x , iσ(i)x ⊗ σ(j)y
and iσ
(i)
y ⊗ σ(j)x , only the first two appear. We notice
that, due to the hermiticity requirement, only an even
number of local operators of kind Y appear. It follows
that, in order to measure each composition of pair of
stabilizers, two measurement settings are required: one
with measurements of kind X and one with measure-
ments of kind Y to be performed on qubits i and j.
We consider now the composition of the pair KiKj
with stabilizer Kk. We have to consider first the new
terms arising from the composition of σ
(i)
x ⊗ σ(j)x ⊗ σ(k)z
and σ
(i)
x ⊗σ(j)x ⊗I(k) with σ(i)z ⊗σ(j)z ⊗σ(k)x , I(i)⊗I(j)⊗σ(k)x ,
σ
(i)
z ⊗I(j)⊗σ(k)x and I(i)⊗σ(j)z ⊗σ(k)x ; the new terms are 8
but, because of the hermiticity requirement, only half of
them appear. We then consider those terms arising from
the composition of σ
(i)
y ⊗σ(j)y ⊗σ(k)z and σ(i)y ⊗σ(j)y ⊗ I(k)
with σ
(i)
z ⊗ σ(j)z ⊗ σ(k)x , I(i) ⊗ I(j) ⊗ σ(k)x , σ(i)z ⊗ I(j) ⊗ σ(k)x
and I(i) ⊗ σ(j)z ⊗ σ(k)x ; they are 8 but, because of the
hermiticity requirement, only half of them appear. The 4
terms that survive in the first round are just the same as
those that survive in the second; actually, the four terms
generated in each round alone exhaust all admissible
terms. In order to measure the operator KiKjKk, we
conclude that 4 local measurement settings are therefore
required. In fact, due to the hermiticity requirement,
only an even number of local measurements of kind Y
needs to be performed: the number of ways in which we
can choose an even set of qubits among 3, onto which
perform local measurements of kind Y , is indeed exactly
equal to 4.
This reasoning may be extended to any compositions
of stabilizer operators of the form
∏k
i=1Ki with 2 ≤ k ≤
n. Because of the hermiticity requirement, only an even
number of local operators of kind Y appears: the number
of ways in which we can choose an even set of qubits
among k, onto which perform local measurements of kind
Y , is equal to nk where
nk =
k∑
k′=0, even
(
k
k′
)
≡ 2k−1 .
It follows that 2k−1 is the number of local measurement
settings required to measure the expectation value of
the product of k stabilizer [26]. Moreover, regarding
the number of local measurement settings required, the
sole maximum-cardinality hyperedge case is the most
demanding: the local decomposition of the control gate
C
(1,2,...ˆi,... n)
n−1 has all possible tensor products of Pauli
matrices σ
(j)
z and identities I(k) for j, k = 1, 2, ...ˆi, ... n.
This happens to the stabilizer operators of any hy-
pergraph states endowed with a maximum-cardinality
hyperedge. Any other k-qubit control gate with k < n−1
has in its decomposition a subset of the terms appearing
in the representation of control gate C
(1,2,...ˆi,... n)
n−1 .
We want to point out that the vanishing of anti-
hermitian terms and the survival of the hermitian
ones may be explained also in the following way.
Consider the composition of stabilizers Ki and Kj,
then an odd number of σy matrices may appear as
a consequence either of composition σ
(i)
x σ
(i)
z = −iσ(i)y
in position i or of composition σ
(j)
z σ
(j)
x = iσ
(j)
y in
position j. Because of the hermiticity requirement,
terms iσ
(i)
y and −iσ(j)y should appear too. Terms with
an even number of σy matrices arise from the following
tensor products: iσ
(i)
y ⊗ (−i)σ(j)y = σ(i)y ⊗ σ(j)y and
−iσ(i)y ⊗ iσ(j)y = σ(i)y ⊗ σ(j)y . This means that in the
even case, despite the single σy matrices having opposite
signs, their tensor product results in having the same
sign.
As regards the projective witness Wn, we express the
projector |Gn〉〈Gn| as the sum of the identity plus n
other different contributions, each contribution made up
of terms of the form
∏j
i=1Ki for j = 1, 2, ... n, i.e.
Wn =
2n−1 − 1
2n−1
I− |Gn〉〈Gn|
=
2n−1 − 1
2n−1
I−
n∏
i=1
Ki + I
2
=
2n−1 − 1
2n−1
I+
− 1
2n

I+ n∑
i=1
Ki +
n∑
i<j=1
KiKj + ...
n∏
i=1
Ki

 .
Then the number of local measurement settings required
by the witnessWn is
∑n
k=1 2
k−1(n
k
)
= 3
n−1
2 . The witness
W˜n instead, since it can be written as a sum of single
stabilizers, needs exactly n local measurement settings
in order to be measured.
We conclude that, on the one hand, witness W˜n may
always be measured efficiently: the number of local meas-
urement settings required grows linearly with n. On the
other hand, the number of local measurement settings re-
quired by the projective witness Wn, is not only strictly
greater than the number required by the corresponding
stabilizer witness W˜n, but, in the worst case scenario,
grows exponentially with the number of qubits n.
b. General case In order to measure each stabilizer
operator, one local measurement setting is needed but it
may happen that some stabilizers require the same local
measurement setting. Let for instance Ki and Kj be
the stabilizer operators associated to a pair of qubits i
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and j not directly connected to each other. Then the
local representation of the stabilizer Ki over the Pauli
basis does not contain any σ
(j)
z term in the j-th position
but only identities I(j) and the local representation of
stabilizer Kj does not contain any σ
(i)
z term in the i-th
position but only identities I(i). One local measurement
setting, composed of two measurements of kind X to be
performed on qubits i and j and measurements of type Z
to be performed on the remaining qubits, is then enough
to measure the expectation values of the two stabilizers.
When compositions of two or more stabilizers are con-
cerned, Pauli matrices of kind σy appear and local meas-
ures of kind Y are required. The connectedness hypo-
thesis grants, for each stabilizer Ki, the existence of at
least one stabilizer Kj, such that their compositionKiKj
generates Pauli matrices of kind σy in positions i and j.
We conclude that, on the one hand, witness W˜n needs
a number of local measurement settings lower or equal
to n. On the other hand, the number of local measure-
ment settings required by witnessWn is lower or equal to∑n
k=1 2
k−1(n
k
)
= 3
n−1
2 but strictly greater than the num-
ber of local measurement settings required by the witness
W˜n.
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